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“With blessings and well-wishes.” The Swedish diplomats’ micro-mobility
during the early decades of the 18  century

Emma Forsberg, Lund University, emma.forsberg@hist.lu.se

For a long time, international re�ations and diplomacy heavily relied on the
mobility of diplomats. As a result, their practices, experiences, and period-
specific norms were formed and created around these spaces. Today
scho�arship on diplomatic p�aces, sites and institutions has broadened our
knowledge of how diplomacy functioned through its history. Earlier research
has shown that from the peace of Westphalia in 1648, diplomatic practices
transformed and entered a professionalisation process, formed in tandem with
physical diplomatic practices and theoretical diplomatic writings.

This paper will p�ace itself in the middle of this process during the early
decades of the 18  century and focus on the Swedish diplomats abroad. By
analysing two reports of diplomatic audiences, this paper will discuss
something this author has termed micro-mobility, the movement within a
situated diplomatic space, and how this space was used for disp�ays of power
and friendship from both the attendee and the host. A restrictive diplomatic
architecture can be seen through how historical actors managed access within
a specific space. It is, however, only through the analysis of the diplomats’
movements within this space that we can understand the ritualistic properties
and practices expected and enacted. Therefore, this paper will aim to answer
the question; How did the diplomats navigate the diplomatic spaces they
encountered?

 

“Britain’s Mobile Legation in Japan, 1865-67″

Michael Trull, Cardiff University, trullmj@cardiff.ac.uk
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